INSTRUCTIONS

BEAST WARS
TRANSFORMERS

MAXIMAL GENERAL
OPTIMUS PRIMAL

WARNING:
NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS
CHOKEING HAZARD: SMALL PARTS

NOTE:
Move Godzilla’s arms. Rotate lower torso and lower robot feet.

STEP 1: Rotate lever out. Push it in - then up & down to

STEP 2:
STEP 3
Lower gorilla face.

STEP 4
Rotate gorilla face to reveal robot chest shield.
Step 9:

Store two missiles behind Robot Head.

Tab

Step 8:

Pull back tab on left forearm to expose double barrel missile launcher.
Step 10
Load missiles into double barrel missile launcher.

Step 11
Open right forearm to remove mace.

Step 12
Spin arm. Move lever on back up and down to
activate shoulder. Move forearm in right hand. Slide switch on right
hand.

Firing button

Switch
**Step 14**
Load missile into shoulder gun. Press button to fire.

**Step 15**
Remove swords.

**Step 16**
Place swords in left hand.
Slide switch on left shoulder. Move lever up and down to spin swords.

NOTE:

To convert back to gorilla, reverse the order of the instructions.

Lever

Switch

Kemier